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Note generali "This edited volume brings together a selection of peer-reviewed
chapters that were presented and discussed at the Colloquium on
"Actors in international investment law: beyond claimants, respondents
and arbitrators". The Colloquium was jointly organised by the CERSA,
research centre of the French National Centre for Scientific Research
(CNRS) and of the University Paris II Panthéon-Assas, the Law Faculty of
the University of Zaragoza, and the Athens Public International Law
Center (Athens PIL) of the National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens, and was held at the University Paris II Panthéon-Assas on 26
and 27 September 2019." --Preface.
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Voices that shape investment treaties: inside, outside and among states
/ Chrysoula Mavromati, Sarah Spottiswood -- Beyond protection: the
role of the home state in modern foreign investment law / Tarcisio
Gazzini -- National courts as actors in investment arbitration /
Aniruddha Rajput -- State immunity and the execution of investment
arbitration awards / Phoebe D. Winch -- Trends and ISDS backlash
related to non-disputing treaty party submissions / Kendra Magraw --
Not a third party: home state participation as a matter of right in
investment treaty arbitration / Rebecca E. Khan -- Investor-state
dispute prevention: the perspective of Peru / Carlos José Valderrama --
The role of sub-regional systems in shaping international investment
law-making: the case of the Visegrád Group / Federica Cristani -- The
implications of political risk insurance in the governance of energy
projects: the case of Japan's public insurance agencies / Thomas-
Nektarios Papanastasiou -- Screening of foreign direct investment and
the states' security interests in light of the OECD, UNCTAD and other
international guidelines / Pascale Accaoui Lorfing.
"Traditional studies on actors in international investment law have
tended to concentrate on arbitrators, claimant investors and
respondent states. Yet this focus on the “principal” players in
investment dispute settlement has allowed a number of other seminal
actors to be neglected. This book seeks to redress this imbalance by
turning the spotlight on the latter. From the investor’s home state to
domestic courts, from sub-national governments to international
organisations, and from political risk insurance agencies to legal
defence teams in national ministries, the book critically reviews these
overlooked public actors in international investment law." -- Publisher.


